1. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change in the certificate in Advertising.

2. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change in the B.A. in Anthropology.

3. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change in the minor in Anthropology.

4. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change in the certificate in Archaeology.

5. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change in the B.A. in Biology.

6. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change in the B.S. in Biology.

7. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change in the Marketing Emphasis in the B.S. in Business Administration.

8. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change in the Logistics & Supply Chain Management emphasis in the Ph.D. in Business Administration.

9. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached addition of the certificate in Business Intelligence.

10. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change in the College of Arts and Sciences requirements for undergraduate study.

11. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change in the B.A. and B.S. in Chemistry.

12. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change in the 3+4 in Chemistry and Optometry.

13. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change in the B.S. in Education: Early Childhood.
14. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change in the B.S. in Education: Elementary Education.

15. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change in the B.S. in Education: Physical Education.

16. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change in the B.S. in Education: Secondary Education.

17. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change in the B.S. in Education: Special Education.

18. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change in the minor in Environmental Studies.

19. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached addition of the certificate in Evolutionary Studies.

20. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached addition of the certificate in History Education.

21. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change in the B.A. in History.

22. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change in the M.A. in History.

23. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change in the 2+3 (B.A./B.S.-Ed and MA) in History.

24. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change in the minor in History.

25. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached changes in the undergraduate programs in Music.

26. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change in the certificate in Program Evaluation in Education.

27. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change in the Ed.S. in School Psychology.

28. The Committee advises the Senate that it has affected the attached course changes, additions, and deletions.